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Reviving Miami’s Iconic Paris Theatre 
with DAS Audio systems



Introduction

Miami’s renowned Paris Theater, an art deco masterpiece 
and historical cultural hub, has been reborn as the city’s new 
trendy locale, Queen Restaurant and Lounge. This upscale 
restaurant and bar cater to an elevated clientele, offering so-
phisticated dining, world-renowned DJs, and powerful music, 
all within an exquisitely restored venue. DAS Audio played a 
crucial role in the Paris Theater’s revival, providing a sound 
system that brings its rich history to life and integrates seam-
lessly with the current energy of Miami’s downtown.

Challenge

As the Paris Theater transitioned into Queen, the new owners 
faced the challenge of retaining the historical charm while 
implementing modern amenities to meet the expectations 
of their high-end clientele. A vital aspect of this transforma-
tion was the need for a top-tier sound system to support the 
restaurant’s commitment to high-quality entertainment. The 
audio setup had to blend with the grandeur of the art deco 
architecture, offer crystal clear sound, and provide the neces-
sary power for world-renowned DJs to perform.

Solution

The solution to this challenge was the installation of E11EVEN 
Sound by DAS Audio, a sound system designed to deliver 
powerful and clear audio while preserving the venue’s aes-
thetic. The project was conceived by iDesign’s Michael Mea-
cham, commissioned by DAS Audio Hospitality and Nightclub 
National Sales Manager John Fiorito, and provided by Randy 
White of Washington Music Center.
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List of installed products

16 x ES-10 10-inch systems
46 x DECO-6-TB
ES-212
ES-212.95
ES-221
ESBR-18
Q-10

https://www.11sound.com/product/es-10/
https://www.dasaudio.com/en/products/systems/deco-series/deco-6-tb/
https://www.11sound.com/product/es-212/
https://www.11sound.com/product/es-212-95/
https://www.11sound.com/product/es-221/
https://www.11sound.com/product/esbr18/
https://www.dasaudio.com/en/products/systems/quantum-series/q-10/
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The E11EVEN Sound by DAS Audio ES-10 10-inch systems, 
known for their exceptional sound reproduction and 
high-pressure sound delivery, make up the primary output 
of the venue’s sound system. Complementing these are the 
DAS Audio DECO-6-TB two-way ceiling speakers, discrete 
components that ensure wide-area coverage and blend 
seamlessly into the venue’s art deco design. The system’s 
remarkable low-frequency response is credited to a combi-
nation of E11EVEN Sound by DAS Audio ES-Series subwoofers 
(ES-212, ES-212.95, and ES-221), ESBR-18 bass reflex boxes, and 
DAS Audio Quantum Series Q-10 compact installation subs. 
Together, they produce deep, resonant bass that is crucial 
for DJ performances and electronic music. Powering these 
components is the reliable DAS Audio EP-Series multichan-
nel amplification, which ensures consistent performance and 

resilience during peak demand. System processing and con-
trol are handled adeptly by BSS BLU 160 DSP and Crestron 
control, allowing for sound output fine-tuning and effortless 
management of the comprehensive audio system. Together, 
these components form a harmonious and powerful audio 
experience, aligning perfectly with the luxurious ambiance of 
Queen Restaurant and Lounge.

The system was installed by Guillermo «Willy» Rodriguez 
of Willy Tech Services and Koncept Systems, tuned by DAS 
Audio applications engineer Geovanni Ortiz, with additional 
adjustments by Fiorito.

Result

Since its opening in February of 2023, Queen Restaurant and 
Lounge has made a mark on Miami’s downtown, emerging 
as a beacon of renewed energy. The venue’s owners spared 
no expense in remodeling and creating a world-class environ-
ment, and DAS Audio matched this dedication to quality with 
an exceptional sound system.

This commitment to quality was recognized internationally 
when the DAS Audio installation at Queen Restaurant and 
Lounge received the prestigious Mondo DR award in the 
category of Best Restaurant Installation. This award is a testa-
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ment to the quality, performance, and integration of the DAS 
Audio system within the unique architecture and ambiance 
of the Queen.

“The Paris Theater is a piece of Miami history, and Queen is 
truly one of the newest shining stars in this vibrant district,” 
remarked Fiorito. “The new owners have spared no expense 
in remodeling and creating a world-class venue, and we’ve 
cut no corners on creating a sound system that reflects that 
attention to detail.”

With the Mondo DR award and the accolades from clients 
and patrons, it’s evident that the E11EVEN Sound by DAS 
Audio system has significantly contributed to the success-
ful transformation of the historic Paris Theater into Queen 
Restaurant and Lounge. By blending historical charm with 
modern sophistication, the DAS Audio installation showcas-
es the future of sound in historic venues and is a testament 
to DAS Audio’s commitment to delivering premium sound 
experiences in even the most challenging environments.



More information
www.dasaudio.com


